
Jewellery with a personal touch

MEMORIAL 
JEWELLERY



FINGERPRINT JEWELLERY

Jewellery with
a personal touch

A jewel so personal and special,
made especially for you,
loved ones on your hand,
and people you care for
next to your heart…
The jewellery has
a unique appearance, they are
professionally and carefully
crafted in gold or silver, based
on a real �ngerprint.
The possibilities are endless.
In addition to the models shown
there are more styles in the 
collection, just ask if you have
something particular in mind.
It is also possible to send us
your own ideas, which can
also be professionally made.
A �ngerprint jewel brings loved
ones closer.

All customers will receive a certi�cate
with a copy of the submitted print
and a declaration of which part of the
print has been processed in the jewel.



Memory

Tear

Dazzling
Precious

Touch

Fingerprint



exclusive

baby

Sky

Wave
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Light
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Step

Star

Moon

Luck

Heart

Fingerprint
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baby

Faith

Loving

Peace

Eternal

Fingerprint



Bliss 1 Bliss 2

Love

Allure

Forever

Fingerprint



exclusive

baby

Angel 1

Angel 2

Angel 4

Angel 3

Fingerprint



We Together

Loved One

Endless

Us

Close

Fingerprint



exclusive

baby
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Star
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Touch

Luck

Fingerprint



BABY JEWELLERY

Jewellery with
a personal touch

A jewel so personal and special,
made especially for you, a new
life, such a big miracle,
a reminder that you may always
carry with you…
The baby jewel has a unique
appearance, they are professionally
and carefully crafted in gold or
silver, based on a real footprint or a
part of the footprint.
The possibilities are endless.
In addition to the models shown
there are more styles in the 
collection, just ask if you have
something particular in mind.
It is also possible to send us
your own ideas, which can
also be professionally made.
A baby jewel brings loved ones
closer.

All customers will receive a certi�cate
with a copy of the submitted print
and a declaration of which part of the
print has been processed in the jewel.



BeautyAdore

Unique Miracle

CherishTiny

Baby



PORTRAIT JEWELLERY

Jewellery with
a personal touch

A jewel so personal and special,
made especially for you.
The portrait jewel has a unique
appearance, they are professionally
and carefully crafted in gold or
silver, based on a pro�le or portrait 
photo. Some of these jewels can 
be provided with a �ngerprint too.
The possibilities are endless.
In addition to the models shown
there are more styles in the 
collection, just ask if you have
something particular in mind.
It is also possible to send us
your own ideas, which can
also be professionally made.
A Portrait jewel brings loved ones
closer.

All customers will receive a certi�cate
with a copy of the submitted print
and a declaration of which part of the
print has been processed in the jewel.



PU03

Portrait 2

Portrait 5

Portrait 4

Portrait



animal

exclusive

baby

Portrait 3

Portrait 1
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Portrait
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EXCLUSIVE JEWELLERY

Jewellery with
a personal touch

In this Exclusive line of jewellery are
precious metals used like Gold,
Platinum and precious stones, white
and black diamond’s of the best quality.
With craftsmanship your unique jewel
is made.

All customers will receive a certi�cate
with a copy of the submitted print
and a declaration of which part of the
print has been processed in the jewel.



XCL301

XCL002

XCL001

XCL003

XCL004

Exclusive



baby

XCL302

XCL303

XCL309

XCL306
XCL305

Exclusive



XCL005

XCL006

Exclusive
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